Is Virtual Conferencing Virtually the Same?
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Abstract: The article discusses the pros and cons of virtual conferencing and the optimizing of decision making in a security context.

Computer conferencing in the worlds of government and business is on the increase. Part of the increase is due to the globalization of operations and interests. Another part is due to the greater security risk inherent in globalization that may deter at least some participants from traveling to a meeting and that may lead to fewer trips. A third part seems to focus just on the convenience of saving time and money otherwise expended on travel.

The convenience alone might serve as an adequate rationale for increased computer conferencing. But this rationale—and the others—might still be suspect depending on whether there’s a sacrifice in efficiency, effectiveness, satisfaction, and the like through non-face-to-face meetings.

In fact, a recent study by Thompson and Coovert (2003) suggests that there might be cause for concern. The two researchers studied forty 4-person teams in either face-to-face or computer conferencing environments. The researchers’ report computer conference participants having greater problems in maintaining mutual knowledge than participants in face-to-face meetings. Moreover, computer conference participants reported more confusion in discussions, less meeting satisfaction, more time in coming to a decision, and less contentment with meeting outcomes than their face-to-face counterparts.

All is not lost because Thompson and Coovert also suggest that there are methods to attenuate the psychological sequelae of computer conferences. However, the efficacy of such methods needs to be cross-validated. Moreover, the still prevalent belief that computer conferences can yield consequences similar to face-to-face meetings can serve as a resistance to employing even well-validated methods—because there logically would be no perceived need for such methods.